
OPENSTACK CLOUD PLATFORM

Accelerate Your IT Transformation
with Netweb Cloud Platform

On-Prem, Production-Grade Cloud with Award-Winning 
Service and Support

What does Netweb Compute Cloud Platform Provides?

Whether you’re managing high-performance computing workloads, 
handling sensitive data, deploying apps with massive transactional or API 

requirements, or simply seeking a high degree of control and flexibility in your 
cloud computing, networking and storage, Compute Cloud Platform by 

Netweb offers the true production-grade cloud solution you need.

With the growing impact of digital 
transformation on companies big and small, 
there is an urgent need to adapt to changing 
business models, globalization, and increasing 
regulatory compliance. Under pressure to 
support strategic business objectives, IT is
rapidly embracing cloud technologies. Cloud 
adoption has steadily gained acceptance
because it promises to help you achieve your 
business goals faster, more efficiently, and
more cost effectively. Let Netweb ease
you into your Cloud journey.

Netweb Openstack Cloud Solutions

Whether you’re managing high-performance computing workloads, handling 
sensitive data, deploying apps with massive transactional or API requirements, or 
simply seeking a high degree of control and flexibility in your cloud computing, 
networking and storage, Openstack Cloud Platform by Netweb offers the true 

production-grade cloud solution you need. 

32% 93% 87% 96%
Have already 
moved to an 
OpenStack

private cloud &
67% plan to do 

so at some stage

Think deploying a
private cloud for

their organization
is vital to their own

future prospects

Prefer OpenStack
to manage edge

infrastructure

Telcos with NFV
strategy find
OpenStack 

essential

Hyperconverged
Architecture
With best-available 

reliability and 
performance

Outstanding
Value for Cloud

Offering the best 
available price-to-

performance

No unplanned
Outages

Great staff and 
customer

satisfaction

Peace of
Mind

Know exactly where 
your key data is at 

every moment

Resource
Management

Better resource 
optimization

and utilization

Agility &
Scalability

Empowers you to meet the 
challenging & unexpected 
demands of your business

Custom
Solutions
For business 

continuity, fault tolerance, 
and disaster recovery

Deeper
Insights

Into your developers 
preferred
resources.

Total
Control

Control over every 
aspect of your cloud 

environment

Know more at www.netwebcsp.com


